
Scavenger Hunt is available any time of year. Prizes listed are only available 
March 10-April 9, 2017 as a part of the Chattanooga Spring Break Safari.  

chattanoogafun.com  //  800-322-3344

Chattanooga Zoo
Scavenger Hunt
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This calls us to dinner and the one who gets there the fastest is the winner!
I have very soft fur & I love to graze, if you get me to smile you’ l l be amazed!
I’m small but I’m sleek, watch me show off my burrowing technique!
We have very small paws & we love to dig. And no no no we are not guinea pigs!
These represent a culture from far away mountains, follow the path & you’ l l see 
a fountain!
Feathers or gemstones, you can decide - but don’t get too close or I’ l l run & hide!
My brother & I live together on exhibit, we are so happy when you come to 
visit!
Some people think I have a cute mask and the sunlight is where I love to bask!
My namesake only has one horn, but along my spine a great many adorn!
My eyes are wise, and so is my heart, I am one of seven and I do my part.

Interior Prize: Show the gift shop staf f all of your interior photos and you will receive 
one free camel ride ticket.
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A good tip here is to look for gravel, on top of these the Tennessee Valley 
Railroad travels.
Although I do not tend to hop, you can hold on until the ride stops. 
This might be where you stop to pay, before enjoying the Zoo for al l of the day!
In real life I come from Nepal, but here I look pretty nice as the wall!
One letter of many, this is true. This place is the place that welcomes you!

Interior

Exterior Prize: Show the Gift Shop staf f all of your exterior photos and you will 
receive a prize.

Exterior


